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In the present paper we establish a quantitative comparison theorem for positive
solutions of the following initial value problems:
< < my 2p r f u u9 u9 9 q q r f u s 0 .  .  .  . .1 1 u 0 s u , u9 0 s 0 .  .0
and
< < my 2p r f ¨ ¨ 9 ¨ 9 9 q q r f ¨ s 0 .  .  .  . .2 2 ¨ 0 s ¨ , ¨ 9 0 s 0 .  .0
with r ) 0 and m ) 1, and show some applications of the theorem to the
nonexistence problem of positive solutions of quasilinear equations. Basic models
leading to such nonlinear equations are the degenerate Laplace equation and the
steady-state porous medium equation. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 10 we have established a Sturm-type comparison theorem for
positive solutions of a pair of differential inequalities. But the effect of pi
 .and q i s 1, 2 on the comparison relationship between solutions has noti
been considered. The purpose of this paper is to establish a quantitative
comparison theorem in which the effect of p and q is taken into account.i i
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w x10 , and provides some further applications to the nonexistence problem.
It is noticed that the quantitative comparison theorem only holds on
differential equations, but not on differential inequalities.
The following initial value problems are given:
< < my 2p r f u u9 u9 9 q q r f u s 0 .  .  .  . .1 1 1.1 . u 0 s u , u9 0 s 0 .  .0
and
< < my 2p r f ¨ ¨ 9 ¨ 9 9 q q r f ¨ s 0 .  .  .  . .2 2 1.2 . ¨ 0 s ¨ , ¨ 9 0 s 0, .  .0
for r ) 0 and m ) 1. It is easy to check that radial solutions of a class of
 .quasilinear equations solve initial value problems of type 1.1 , for in-
stance, the m-Laplace equation and the steady-state porous medium
equation. Instead of the standard case of C 2 solutions, we consider
 .  .solutions of 1.1 and 1.2 in the following sense.
 .  .DEFINITION 1.1. u and ¨ are said to be solutions of 1.1 and 1.2 on
w . 1w .0,R if u, ¨ g C 0, R ,
< < my 2 < < my 2 1p f u u9 u9, p f ¨ ¨ 9 ¨ 9 g C 0, R .  .  .1 2
 .  . 1and u, ¨ solve 1.1 , 1.2 .
 .The existence of solutions of 1.1 has been considered in much of the
w xliterature; see 4, 7, 8 . One can obtain a local solution by using the
Schauder fixed point theorem, and then extend the local solution to its
maximum interval of definition.
 .  .In this paper, the nonlinearities in 1.1 , 1.2 are essential to the
discussion. We now impose the following assumptions on p , q , f , and f :i i
 . w .  .H p g C 0, ` and q g C 0, ` for i s 1, 21 i i
 .  .  .  .  .H p r G p r ) 0 and q r G q r G 0 for r ) 02 1 2 2 1
 .  . r  .  .H d r s H p s dsrp r ª 0 as r ª 03 0 1 1
 .  .  .H lim p r rp r - ` as r ª 04 1 2
 . 1 .  .A f g C 0, ` , f ) 0 and f is nondecreasing on 0, `1
 .  .A f g C 0, ` and f ) 02
 . ym  . w m .x  .A f u ? d f u rdu is nonincreasing on 0, ` with m s3
 .1r m y 1
1  .  .This is also the definition of solutions when 1.1 and 1.2 are inequalities.
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 .  .  .  .Throughout this paper we always assume H - H and A - A .1 4 1 3
 .  .  .  . w xH - H and A - A are the same as those in 10 . The canonical case1 3 1 3
Ny1  . a w xis m s 2, p s r , f ' 1, and f u s u with a F 1. As shown in 10i
 .see the remark after Theorem 4.1 , the comparison theorem no longer
 .seems to be true when A fails. For instance, such a comparison theorem3
may fail on the positive solutions of the conformal Gaussian curvature
equation, where f ' 1, f s e2 u. Moreover, it is obvious that, without
 . w xassuming H , the conclusion of Theorem A in 10 still holds, that is,4
m m
¨ uf s f s .  .0 0
ds G ds. 1.3 .H H /  /f s f s .  . .  .¨ r u r
 .But H is important in the proof of our main theorem.4
 .THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that u and ¨ are positi¨ e solutions of 1.1 and
 . w .1.2 on 0, R with u G ¨ ) 0. Then0 0
mm m
¨ u r tf s f s q t y q t .  .  .  .0 0 2 1
ds G C ds q C dt dt ,H H H H /  /  /f s f s p t .  .  . .  .¨ r u r 0 0 1
1.4 .
 my1 4 w .where C s min 2 , 1 , r g 0, R .
 .In the comparison relation 1.4 , the effect of p and q is clear.i i
 .Especially, when m F 2, 1.4 becomes
mm m
¨ u r tf s f s q t y q t .  .  .  .0 0 2 1
ds G ds q dt dt .H H H H /  /  /f s f s p t .  .  . .  .¨ r u r 0 0 1
1.5 .
 .  .It is obvious that 1.5 is stronger than 1.3 . Furthermore, for the case
m F 2, given a pair of quasilinear equations,
< < my 2 < <= ? f u =u =u q q x f u s 0 1.6 .  .  .  . . 1
and
< < my 2 < <= ? f ¨ =¨ =¨ q q x f ¨ s 0, 1.7 .  .  .  . . 2
the following theorem holds.
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 .THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that u is a radial ground state of 1.6 and ¨ is a
 .  .  .radial solution of 1.7 with u 0 G ¨ 0 ) 0. Assume additionally that
m 1wfrf g L 0,` . . .
 .  < <.  < <.a If q x G q x G 0 and q k q , then ¨ is not a radial ground2 1 1 2
 .state of 1.7 .
 .  .  .  .b If u 0 ) ¨ 0 , then ¨ is not a radial ground state of 1.7 .
We arrange the paper as follows. Section 2 contains some preliminary
results. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of the quantitative comparison
theorem, Theorem 1.1. Section 4 contains the proof of Theorem 1.2 and an
application of Theorem 1.1 to the nonexistence of positive solutions of
quasilinear equations.
2. PRELIMINARIES
 .First, we introduce Riccati transformations of solutions of 1.1 and
 .1.2 . Second, we derive Riccati-type equations satisfied by the Riccati
transformations. Finally, we prove a lemma that will be needed in the next
section.
 .  . w .Suppose that u and ¨ are positive solutions of 1.1 and 1.2 on 0, R .
Define Riccati transformations of u and ¨ as the following:
< < my 2p r f u u9 u9 .  .1
v r s 2.1 .  .
f u .
and
< < my 2p r f ¨ ¨ 9 ¨ 9 .  .2
u r s . 2.2 .  .
f ¨ .
 .By A and the positiveness of u and ¨ , it is easy to check that v and u1
are well defined. We now derive Riccati-type equations that are satisfied
by v and u .
 .PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose that u and ¨ are positi¨ e solutions of 1.1 and
 . w .1.2 on 0, R . Then
w 1v , u g C 0,R l C 0, R ..
and
wv F 0, u F 0 on 0,R . 2.3 ..
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Moreo¨er,
< < mp r f u u9 df u rdu .  .  .1
v9 r s yq r y 2.4 .  .  .1 2f u .
and
< < mp r f ¨ ¨ 9 df ¨ rdu .  .  .2
u 9 r s yq r y 2.5 .  .  .2 2f ¨ .
 . 2for r g 0, R .
 .Proof. According to Definition 1.1 and A , we have1
w 1v , u g C 0,R l C 0, R . ..
 .  .  .  .Since u9 0 s ¨ 9 0 s 0, then by H and A we obtain2 1
< < my 2 < < my 2 wp f u u9 u9 F 0, p f ¨ ¨ 9 ¨ 9 F 0 on 0,R . .  . .1 2
Hence
wv F 0, u F 0 on 0,R ..
 .  .Differentiating 2.1 and 2.2 with respect to r yields
< < my 2 < < mp r f u u9 u9 9 f u y p r f u u9 df u rdu .  .  .  .  .  . .1 1
v9 r s . 2f u .
2.6 .
and
< < my 2 < < mp r f ¨ ¨ 9 ¨ 9 9 f ¨ y p r f ¨ ¨ 9 df ¨ rdu .  .  .  .  .  . .2 2
u 9 r s . 2f ¨ .
2.7 .
 .  .  .  .Substitute 1.1 and 1.2 into 2.6 and 2.7 to complete the proof.
Remark 2.1. We can also define Riccati transformations of solutions of
different types of equations, for instance, the mean curvature equation.
But it is hard to derive Riccati-type equations that are satisfied by the
resulted Riccati transformations.
2  .  .Equations 2.4 and 2.5 are called Riccati-type equations.
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 .PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose that u and ¨ are positi¨ e solutions of 1.1 and
 .1.2 . If
wv G u on 0,a 2.8 ..
w .with a F R, then on 0, a ,
u G ¨ 2.9 .
and
m m
u uf s f s .  .0
ds G ds. 2.10 .H H /  /f s f s .  .¨ ¨ 0
 .Remark 2.2. In Proposition 2.2, if v ) u on 0, a , then
u ) ¨ on 0, a . .
 .  .LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that u and ¨ are positi¨ e solutions of 1.1 and 1.2
w .on 0, R . If we assume
wv ) u on 0, d ; 0,R , . .
then
v ) u on 0, R . .
One can find the proofs of Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 in sections 2
w x  .and 3 of 10 . It is worth noticing that 2.3 does not necessarily hold on the
w xinequalities discussed in 10 . But the fact that both v and u are nonposi-
tive is very important in the course of the present paper. We now end this
section with a lemma.
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose that u is a positi¨ e solution of the following
inequality:
< < my 2 wp r f u u9 u9 9 q q r f u F 0 on 0,R 2.11 .  .  .  .  .. .
with initial conditions
u9 0 s 0 and u 0 s u . .  . 0
 .  .  .If p, q, f, f satisfy H , A , A , and1 1 2
p ) 0, q G 0 on 0, ` , .
then
m
r q t dt .
1 wg L 0,R . 2.12 ..H l oc /p r .0
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 .Proof. Integrating 2.11 from 0 to r yields
r




rmmyp f u u9 G q t f u dt . 2.13 .  .  .  .H /0
 . w x  .Since p ) 0 for r ) 0, integrating 2.13 on « , r ; 0, R gives
m
r t q t f u .  . .u « m
f s ds G dt dt . .H H H /p t . .u r « 0
Let « ª 0 to get
m
u r t q t f u .  .0 m
f s ds G dt dt . .H H H /p t . .u r 0 0
 . w x w .By A there is a positive number C such that f G C for 0, r ; 0, R .1
Therefore,
m
u r t q t .0 m mf s ds G C dt dt . .H H H /p t . .u r 0 0
The proof is completed.
3. THE PROOF OF COMPARISON THEOREM
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1. For simplicity, we
divide the proof into several lemmas.
 . w .LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that u is a positi¨ e solution of 1.1 on 0, R and ¨
is a positi¨ e solution of the following problem:
< < my 2p r f ¨ ¨ 9 ¨ 9 9 q q r f ¨ F z r p r .  .  .  .  .  . .2 2 2 3.1 . ¨ 0 s ¨ , ¨ 9 0 s 0, .  .0
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w .for 0 F r - R. If u G ¨ ) 0, z g C 0, ` , and z - 0 for r G 0, then0 0
mm m
¨ u r tf s f s q t yq t .  .  .  .0 0 2 1
dsG C dsq C dt dtH H H H /  /  /f s f s p t .  .  . .  .¨ r u r 0 0 1
wfor r g 0,R.
 my1 4with C s min 2 , 1 .
 .Proof. By a similar argument used to derive 2.5 , we get
< < mp r f ¨ ¨ 9 df ¨ rdu z r p r .  .  .  .  .2 2
u 9 r F yq r y q . 3.2 .  .  .2 2 f ¨f ¨  . .
Since z - 0, then
wu F 0 for r g 0,R ..
 .  .Subtracting 3.2 from 2.1 yields
z r p r .  .2
v9 r y u 9 r G q r y q r y .  .  .  .2 1 f ¨ .
< < mp r f u u9 df u rdu .  .  .1y 2f u .
< < mp r f ¨ ¨ 9 df ¨ rdu .  .  .2q . 3.3 .2f ¨ .
 .By the initial conditions of u, ¨ , and H we get4
< < m < mz r p r p r f u u9 df u rdu p r f ¨ ¨ 9 df ¨ rdu .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2 1 2y q2 2f ¨ f u f ¨ .  .  .
< < mz r p r f u u9 df u rdu .  .  .  .1G p r y y .2 2 f ¨ p r f u .  .  .2
< < mf ¨ ¨ 9 df ¨ rdu .  .
q 3.4 .2 /f ¨ .
 .for r g 0, g , provided that g is small enough. Thus
v9 ) u 9 on 0, g . .
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It is obvious
v ) u on 0, g . .
Combining Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 with Lemma 2.3 gives
0 G v ) u and u ) ¨ ) 0 on 0, R . 3.5 .  .
Thus
< < mq1 < < mq1v - u on 0, R . 3.6 .  .
 .  .By 3.5 and A we obtain3
df m u df m ¨ .  .ym ym0 F f u F f ¨ . .  .
du du
Hence
< < mq1 m < < mq1 mm y 1 v df u rdu m y 1 u df ¨ rdu .  .  .  .
? F ?
m m m mp f u p f ¨ .  .1 2
on 0, R , .
which implies
< < m < < mp r f u u9 df u rdu p r f ¨ ¨ 9 df ¨ rdu .  .  .  .  .  .1 2F .2 2f u f ¨ .  .
 .  .By 3.3 and 3.4 we get
wv9 y u 9 ) q y q on 0,R ..2 1
Integrating both sides of the above inequality with respect to r gives
r
v r y u r G q t y q t dt. .  .  .  . .H 2 1
0
 .  .  .By 2.1 , 2.2 , and H we obtain2
< < my 1 < < my 1 rf ¨ ¨ 9 f u u9 q t y q t .  .  .  .2 1G q dt. 3.7 .H  /f ¨ f u p r .  .  .0 1
It is easy to prove the following elementary inequality:
aa ax q y G A x q y for x G 0, y G 0, a G 0 3.8 .  .
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 1ya 4  .  .with A s min 2 , 1 . Apply 3.8 on 3.7 to get
mm m
rf ¨ f u q t y q t .  .  .  .2 1y ¨ 9 r G yC u9 r q C dt . .  . H /  /  /f ¨ f u p r .  .  .0 1
3.9 .
 .According to Lemma 2.4 we complete the proof by integrating 3.9 from
0 to r.
 .  .In the above proof, it is very important that 1.1 and 1.2 are equalities,
 .because it is impossible to get 3.6 without using the fact that v F 0 and
w xu F 0. For the inequalities in 10 , u F 0, but v F 0 might not be true.
 .Therefore, in general 1.4 does not hold on the solutions of the differen-
w xtial inequalities in 10 .
 .We now construct an auxiliary function ¨ , which satisfies 3.1 and«
 .converges to a solution ¨ of 1.2 as « ª 0. Since in the proof of Lemma
3.1, the condition v F 0 is essential, then the conclusion of Lemma 3.3 in
w x  .10 cannot be applied because in that case v might be positive . We
develop a new method of constructing ¨ in the next lemma. But we shall«
leave the proof for the Appendix.
 . w .LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that ¨ is a positi¨ e solution of 1.2 on 0, R , with
< 4R s max r ) 0 ¨ ) 0 .
1w .Then for e¨ery positi¨ e number « , there is a function ¨ g C 0, R with« «
 4R s max r ) 0 N ¨ ) 0 ,« «
such that
¨ 0 s ¨ , ¨ X 0 s 0, .  .« 0 «
w¨ F ¨ for r g 0,R ,.« «
< X < my 2 X < < my 2f ¨ ¨ ¨ s f ¨ ¨ 9 ¨ 9 y «d 3.10 .  .  .« « «
 . r  .  .with d r s H p s dsrp r , and0 2 2
¨ ª ¨ , R ª R as « ª 0. 3.11 .« «
 .Proof of Theorem 1.1. By 3.10 we get
r
my 2 my2X X< < < <p r f ¨ ¨ ¨ s p r f ¨ ¨ 9 ¨ 9 y « p s ds. 3.12 .  .  .  .  .  .H2 « « « 2 2
0
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 . < < my 2 1 .Since p f ¨ ¨ 9 ¨ 9 g C 0, R , then2
< X < my 2 X 1p f ¨ ¨ ¨ g C 0, R . .  .2 « « « «
 .Differentiating 3.12 gives
< X < my 2 X wp r f ¨ ¨ ¨ 9 q q r f ¨ s y« p r , r g 0,R .  .  .  .  . . .2 « « « 2 « 2 «
X ¨ 0 s 0, ¨ 0 s ¨ . .  .« « 0
3.13 .
 .  .Applying Lemma 3.1 to 1.1 and 3.13 yields
m m
¨ uf s f s .  .0 0
ds G C dsH H /  /f s f s .  . .  .¨ r u r«
m
r t q t y q t .  .2 1q C dt dt .H H /p t .0 0 1
We complete the proof by letting « ª 0.
Remark 3.1. It is worth noticing the following special cases of Theo-
rem 1.1. If m s 2, then
¨ u r tf s f s q t y q t .  .  .  .0 0 2 1
ds G ds q dtdt ;H H H Hf s f s p t .  .  . .  .¨ r u r 0 0 1
 . my 1  .if f s s s and f s ' 1, then
m
r t¨ u q t y q t .  .0 0 2 1
ln G C ln q C dt dt .H H /  /  /¨ r u r p t .  .  .0 0 1
4. APPLICATIONS
In this section we will apply Theorem 1.1 to the study of the nonexis-
tence problem of positive solutions of the following equation:
< < my 2 < < N= ? f u =u =u q q x f u s 0 in R . 4.1 .  .  .  . .
 .  .Basic models for 4.1 are the m-Laplace equation f ' 1 , and the
 .steady-state porous medium equation m s 2 . For the case m s 2 and
 .f ' 1, the existence and uniqueness of positive solutions of 4.1 have
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w xbeen considered by many authors; see, for instance, 5, 7, 8, 9 . According
 . to the well-known symmetry theorem, any positive solution of 4.1 m s 2,
.f ' 1 is radially symmetric. But, for the case m / 2 or f k 1, such a
symmetry theorem is not known. Hence we should assume that the
solutions are radially symmetric, and so we are able to apply the conclu-
 .sion of Theorem 1.1. It is easy to check that radial solutions of 4.1 solve
the following initial value problem:
Ny1 < < my 2 Ny1r f u u9 u9 9 q r q r f u s 0 for r ) 0, 4.2 .  .  .  . .
with
u 0 s u , u9 0 s 0. 4.3 .  .  .0
w xIn 4 , they have established a uniqueness theorem of positive solutions
 . w xof 4.2 by using a Gronwall-type inequality. As shown in 10 , the unique-
ness was also a consequence of the comparison theorem. The existence of
w xsolutions can be proved by using the Schauder fixed-point theorem; see 7 .
w xOn the other hand, according to the remark after Theorem 4.4 in 10 , if
there exists a positive number j such that
m mNy1` rf s s .j
s ds ) q s ds dr , .  .H H H  / / /f j r .0 0 0
 .then there are infinitely many radial solutions of 4.1 , which are positive
in R N.
Here we study the effect of perturbations in the initial data u and the0
 .function q on the existence of positive radial solutions of 4.1 . Suppose u
 .is positive radial solutions of 4.1 . Consider the following equation
my 2 N< < < <= ? f ¨ =¨ =¨ q q x f ¨ s 0 in R , 4.4 .  .  .  . .
w .for a positive radial solution. If we assume q g C 0, ` and q G 0, then the
following theorem holds.
 .THEOREM 4.1. Assume that u is a positi¨ e radial solution of 4.1 and
m 1wfrf g L 0,` , q G q. . .
 xIf there exists a number r g 0, ` such that0
m m m
¨ u r tf s f s q t y q t .  .  .  .0 0 0
ds - C ds q C dt dt ,H H H H Ny1 / /  /f s f s t .  . .0 u r 0 00
4.5 .
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 my1 4  .with C s min 2 , 1 , then there is no positi¨ e radial solution of 4.4 ,
pro¨ided that u G ¨ ) 0.0 0
Proof. We prove the conclusion by contradiction. Suppose that there
 .  .exists a positive radial solution ¨ of 4.4 with u G ¨ ) 0. In 1.4 , letting0 0
r ª r yields0
m m m
¨ u r tf s f s q t y q t .  .  .  .0 0 0
ds G C ds q C dt dt .H H H H Ny1 / /  /f s f s t .  . .  .¨ r u r 0 00 0
4.6 .
 .  .Combining 4.5 with 4.6 gives
m m
¨ ¨f s f s .  .0 0
ds ) ds,H H /  /f s f s .  . .¨ r 00
 .which implies ¨ r - 0. Thus it contradicts the fact that ¨ G 0.0
 .Remark 4.1. For the case m F 2, if we replace 4.5 by the following
condition:
m m m
u u ` tf s f s q t y q t .  .  .  .` 0
ds y ds - dt dt ,H H H H Ny1 / /  /f s f s t .  .0 ¨ 0 00
4.7 .
 .with u s limu t as t ª `, then the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 still`
holds.
 .  .COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose that there exists a number r ¨ g 0, ` for0
each ¨ ) 0, such that0
m m
¨ tf s q t .  . .0 r ¨ 0ds - C dt dt . 4.8 .H H H Ny1 / /f s t .0 0 0
 . NThen 4.4 admits no radial solution that is positi¨ e in R .
Proof. It is obvious that u s ¨ is a solution of the equation0
< < my 2= ? f u =u =u s 0. 4.9 .  . .
 .  .  .  .Take q ' 0 in 4.9 . Then 4.8 implies 4.5 . Apply Theorem 4.1 to 4.9
 .and 4.4 to complete the proof.
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 .Proof of Theorem 1.2. Suppose that u is a ground state of 1.6 , that is,
u ) 0 and u ª 0 as r ª `.
 .  .  .  .If q r G q r and q r k q r , then2 1 1 2
m m
u ` tf s q t y q t .  .  .0 2 1y ds - dt dt for r ) 0.H H H Ny1 / /f s t .¨ 0 00
4.10 .
 .  .Since u s 0, then by 4.10 we get 4.7 . According to Remark 4.1, ¨ is not`
 .a radial ground state of 1.7 . Next, if u ) ¨ , then by u s 0 we also get0 0 `
m m m
u u ` tf s f s q t y q t .  .  .  .` 0 2 1
ds y ds - dt dt .H H H H Ny1 / /  /f s f s t .  .0 ¨ 0 00
Again by Theorem 4.1, ¨ is not a radial ground state. Thus the proof is
completed.
Remark 4.2. The conclusion of Theorem 1.2 implies that the ground
state is unstable under perturbations of either the initial condition u or0
the potential function q.
5. APPENDIX
 .  .Proof of Lemma 3.2. By H and H we get2 4
r r




p s dsrp r ª 0 as r ª 0. .  .H 2 2
0
 . w .Define d 0 s 0 in addition, to make d a continuous function on 0, R .
We now divide the proof into three steps.
Step 1. Set
¨ rm
h r , ¨ s f s ds y c s ds for r G 0, ¨ ) 0 5.1 .  .  .  .H H «
¨ 00
and
mmy2< < wc r s y yf ¨ ¨ 9 ¨ 9 y «d for r g 0,R . 5.2 .  .  ..«
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 .  .  .We extend c continuously onto yR, 0 by defining c t s c 0 . Ac-« «
w xcording to the arguments in Step 1 and Step 2 of the appendix in 10 ,
1 w .there exists a C positive function ¨ on 0, R such that« «
¨ 0 s ¨ .« 0
and
r .¨ r m« wf s ds s c s ds on 0,R . 5.3 .  .  ..H H « «
¨ 00
 .Differentiating 5.3 yields
< X < my 2 X < < my 2f ¨ ¨ ¨ s f ¨ ¨ 9 ¨ 9 y «d . 5.4 .  .  .« « «
X  . XSet r s 0 to get ¨ 0 s ¨ . Since d G 0, then« 0
< X < my 2 X < < my 2f ¨ ¨ ¨ F f ¨ ¨ 9 ¨ 9 F 0. .  .« « «
Hence
f m ¨ ¨ X r F f m ¨ ¨ 9 r . 5.5 .  .  .  .  .« «
 .Integrating 5.5 from 0 to r gives
w¨ F ¨ on 0,R ..« e
Therefore,
R F R .«
 .According to 5.4 ,
< X < my 2 X < X < my 2 Xf ¨ ¨ ¨ G f ¨ ¨ ¨ for « F « . .  .« « « « « « 1 21 1 1 2 2 2
Thus
w w¨ G ¨ on 0,R l 0,R. .« « « «1 2 1 2
and
R G R for « F « .« « 1 21 2
Since R is decreasing in « , then«
lim R s R might be q` . 5.6 .  .« 0
«ª0
Step 2. We now claim that R G R. Otherwise, assume that R - R F `.0 0
w xBy the argument in the appendix of 10 we obtain
C ª c« 0
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w xuniformly on 0, R . Applying the uniform convergence theorem yields0
mR R0 0 my 2< <lim C s ds s y yf ¨ ¨ 9 ¨ 9 ds .  .H H«
«ª0 0 0
 .¨ R m0s f s ds. 5.7 .  .H¨
0
 .By the definition of R 5.6 , we have«
R0¨ R s 0 and lim c s ds s 0. 5.8 .  .  .H« « «
«ª0 R«
Therefore,
R R  .¨ r m0 « «lim c s ds s lim c s ds s lim lim f s ds .  .  .H H H« «
«ª0 «ª0 «ª0 rªR0 0 ¨« 0
0 ms f s ds s 0. 5.9 .  .H¨
0
 .  .  .  .From 5.7 , 5.8 , and 5.9 we get ¨ R s 0, which contradicts the0
assumption R - R.0
Step 3. Define
m
c s f ¨ ¨ 9. .0
Thus
r .¨ r m wf s ds s c s ds on 0,R . 5.10 .  .  ..H H 0
¨ 00
Letting « ª 0 yields
r
< <c s y c s ds ª 0. .  .H « 0
0
 .  .Finally, by 5.3 and 5.10 , we get
¨ ª ¨ as « ª 0.e
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